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Preface

Machine learning (ML) is everywhere. From the news that gets recommended in our feeds 

to diagnosing cancer, from which image to display on a movie poster for a user to forecast-

ing storms. Because of this, there is high demand for people to fill ML-related jobs. This is 

not something new; ML has been in play for decades. So why is it that suddenly there is a 

lot more chatter about ML, coming from all sorts of people and places? I believe there are 

two primary reasons. First is technical advancement. There is a new availability of large-

scale data, and of tools that can work on such large-scale data with striking effectiveness. 

Most ML algorithms, as you will see in this book, require data – often, a lot of it. Many of 

these algorithms do better with more data and more diverse data. But that’s just one part 

of the equation. The others are computational power, and the tools and the techniques that 

can process that data to create insights. Since the beginning of the twenty-first century we 

have made amazing advancements in all of these areas. Not all techniques are new, but 

years ago they were limited in their applicability due to sparsity of data or lack of compu-

tational power. We have also developed new hardware components, programming tools, 

and rich software libraries that allow us to more effectively and efficiently implement ML 

solutions, making them more viable in a number of areas that were ignored before.

The second reason is more subtle, but much more potent. It is about the social accepta-

bility of ML. When I was in grad school we worked on ML (and artificial intelligence 

in general) with a few specific applications in mind – speech, vision, robotics. We were 

fascinated by neural networks primarily as a way to try to hypothesize how a human brain 

worked. But now ML has made its way into every aspect of our lives, and, more impor-

tantly, we have all accepted that new reality. Why is this so important? Because that accept-

ance fuels more development and usage of ML, not just in traditional computer science 

fields, but in finance, healthcare, travel, business, education, and almost any field you can 

imagine. More acceptance and usage mean more data generated, and more data means bet-

ter tuning of those ML algorithms. It is this cycle that has triggered unprecedented amounts 

of funding and efforts in this field. It is for this reason that ML is now being taught not only 

in computer science and engineering disciplines, but in all kinds of majors in colleges and 

graduate schools. And it is with this as a core principle that this book has emerged.

This book is not just for computer science majors, but also for those who want to under-

stand ML and even build ML solutions for whatever they care about. It is organized in a 

way that provides a very easy entry point for almost anyone to become introduced to ML, 

but it also has enough fuel to take one from that beginning stage to a place where they 

feel comfortable applying learning algorithms to solve real-life problems. In addition to 

providing the basics of ML and intelligent systems, the book teaches standard tools and 

techniques for using them. It also examines the implications of the use of ML in areas 
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xiv Preface

such as privacy, ethics, and fairness. Finally, as the name suggests, this text is meant to 

provide a hands-on introduction to these topics. Almost everything presented in the book 

is accompanied by examples and exercises – sometimes done by hand and other times 

using the tools taught here. In teaching these topics myself, I have found this to be a very 

effective method.

The rest of this preface explains how the book is organized, how it could be used for 

fulfilling various teaching needs, and what specific requirements a student needs to meet 

to make the most out of it.

Requirements and Expectations

This book is intended for advanced undergraduates or graduate students in information 

science, computer science, business, education, psychology, sociology, and related fields 

who are interested in ML. It is not meant to provide an in-depth treatment of any program-

ming language, tool, or platform. One of the strengths of this book is the very low barrier 

it provides for anyone to enter the realm of ML.

The book assumes no prior exposure to programming or technology. It does, however, 

expect the reader to be comfortable with computational thinking (see Chapter 1) and the 

basics of statistics (covered in Appendix A). The reader should also have general computer 

literacy, including the ability to download, install, and configure software, do file opera-

tions, and use online resources. Each chapter lists specific requirements and expectations, 

many of which can be met by going over some other parts of the book (usually an earlier 

chapter or an appendix).

Almost all the tools and software used in this book are free. There is no requirement for 

a specific operating system or computer architecture, but it is assumed that the reader has 

a relatively modern computer with reasonable storage, memory, and processing power. In 

addition, a reliable and preferably high-speed internet connection is required for several 

parts of this book.

Structure of the Book

The book is organized in five parts. Part I provides enough background and basics for 

anyone coming from non-technical fields so that they can get the most out of the rest of the 

book. It starts by providing a clear introduction to ML and various related concepts, along 

with computational thinking. Immediately after that, a chapter on Python is provided. 

Remember, this is not a programming book, so while this part introduces Python, it is not 

meant to provide a comprehensive treatment to any programming platforms. Instead, the 

focus here is on giving a quick introduction with lots of examples and hands-on practice, 

and then showing how various ML functions can be used with appropriate packages. It is 

useful to know that the rest of the book uses Python as the standard language for most of 
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the examples and problem-solving, but many of those exercises will also have solutions in 

R in case an instructor wants that option while teaching ML. In addition to Python, this part 

also has a chapter on using cloud-based services for doing ML. This is becoming increas-

ingly popular as it circumvents the need to buy one’s own high-end hardware or worry 

about scalability of one’s ML apps. The three popular platforms – Amazon Web Services 

(AWS), Google Cloud, and Microsoft Azure – will be introduced here.

Parts II and III are for two main branches of ML: supervised learning and unsupervised 

learning, respectively. Each of these parts could be its own course, as they cover many 

techniques for solving a large variety of problems. For each technique or algorithm, an 

intuitive explanation is given first, sometimes with a helpful math derivation, followed by 

a couple of hands-on exercises to see how it allows us to solve real-life problems. There 

are also plenty of exercises provided at the end of each of the chapters that could be useful 

for homework assignments or hands-on projects.

Part IV is about neural networks. My students often think this subject is something very 

new or advanced in ML/AI. And I often tell them that it was already pretty old and well 

established when I was a student. Here, we assume no background, and start from the 

beginning – all the way back in the 1950s with basic neural architectures. We talk about 

learning laws and discuss how they are appropriate for different kind of problems – super-

vised or unsupervised learning. Then we continue moving through the landscape of vari-

ous models, all the way to the new ones in deep learning that keep making the headlines, 

including CNN, RNN, LSTM, and BERT. Once again, the idea here is not to worry about 

the theoretical depths of these models, but to focus on understanding the intuitions behind 

them and learn when and how to apply them, with lots of hands-on exercises.

Finally, we come to Part V, which introduces reinforcement learning. This branch of 

ML has always been very important, but in the past it was primarily used within robotics. 

In recent years, as we have encountered problems involving large amounts of data and not 

enough labels or annotations, reinforcement learning has found its way into many interest-

ing and important problems. In this part we will also see how ML is used in research and 

development – both in academia and industry. We will also look at some of the ways ML 

systems are evaluated, including A/B testing. The last chapter is one of the most important 

ones – it shows where ML fails, not in the technical realm, but at a societal level, where 

it introduces and propagates biases and a lack of fairness and equity. These issues have 

become very important in recent years, and I strongly recommend anyone studying or 

teaching ML not to ignore them.

The book is full of extra material that either adds more value and knowledge to the ML 

theories and practices being covered, or provides a broader and deeper treatment of some 

of the topics. Throughout the book there are several FYI boxes that provide important and 

relevant information without interrupting the flow of the text, allowing the student to be 

aware of various issues related to ML and AI without being overwhelmed by them. There 

are also “ML in Practice” boxes at several places that provide insights from how ML tech-

niques covered in the book are used in industry. These insights stem primarily from my 

own experiences working at and with various tech companies.

The appendices of this book provide quick reference to various formulas from differen-

tial calculus and probability, as well as helpful pointers and instructions for installing and 
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configuringvarious toolsused in thebook.Another appendixprovides a listingofvarious
sourcesforobtainingdatasetstofurtherpracticeML,oreventoparticipateinMLchallengesto
winsomecoolprizesandrecognition.Thereisalsoanappendixthatprovideshelpfulinforma-
tionrelatedtoMLjobsinvariousfieldsandwhatskillsoneshouldhavetoapplyforthosejobs.

Thebookalsohasanonlineappendix(OA),accessible throughthebook’swebsiteat
www.cambridge.org/shah-ML,whichisregularlyupdatedtoreflectanychangesindataand
otherresources.TheprimarypurposeforthisOAistoprovideyouwiththemostcurrent
andup-to-datedatasetsorlinkstodatasetsthatyoucandownloadanduseinthedozensof
examplesandtry-it-yourselfexercisesinthechapters,aswellasdataproblemsattheends
ofthechapters.LookfortheOAicon whichwillinformyouthatyoucanfindtheneeded
resourceintheOA.Inthedescriptionoftheexerciseyouwillseethespecificnumber(e.g.,
OA4.7)thattellsyouwhereexactlyyoushouldgointheOA.InadditiontotheOAdoc-
ument,atthiswebsiteyouwillalsofindcodeanddatasetsusedinHands-OnExercises,as
wellasanerratadocumentthatwilllistanycorrectionsinthebookafteritsprinting.

Using This Book in Teaching

ThebookisdeliberatelyorganizedaroundteachingMLtobeginnercomputerscience(CS)
studentsor intermediate to advancednon-CSstudents.Thebook ismodular,making it
easierforstudentsandteacherstocovertopicsatthedesireddepth.Thismakesthebook
suitableforuseasamainreferencebookortextbookforanMLcurriculum.Thefollowing
isasuggestedcurriculumpathinMLusingthisbook.Itcontainssixcourses,eachlasting
asemesteroraquarter:

• preparationforML(beginner):Chapters2and3,appropriateappendices;
• introductiontoML(beginner):Chapters1and2,withsomeelementsfromPartsIIand

IIIasneeded;
• ethicalissuesinML(beginner):Chapters1and13;
• neuralnetworks(intermediate):Chapters9and10;and
• MLatscale(advanced):Chapters3and12.

Thisbook’swebsitecontainsaResourcestabwithasectionlabeled“ForInstructors.”
This sectioncontains samplesyllabi forvariouscourses thatcouldbe taughtusing this
book,PowerPointslidesforeachchapter,andotherusefulresourcessuchassamplemid-
termsandfinalexams.Theseresourcesmakeiteasierforsomeoneteachingthiscoursefor
thefirsttimetoadaptthetextasneededforhisorherownMLcurriculum.

Eachchapteralsohasseveralconceptualquestionsandhands-onproblems.Thecon-
ceptualquestionscouldbeusedforin-classdiscussions,homework,orquizzes.Foreach
newtechniqueorproblemcoveredinthisbook,thereareatleasttwohands-onproblems.
Oneofthesecouldbeusedintheclassandtheothercouldbegivenforhomeworkoras
anexam.Mosthands-onexercisesinchaptersarealsoimmediatelyfollowedbyhands-on
homeworkexercisesthatastudentcouldtryforfurtherpractice,orthataninstructorcould
assignashomeworkorasanin-classpracticeassignment.
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Strengths and Unique Features of This Book

Machine learning has a very visible presence these days, and it is not surprising that there 

are currently several books and much material related to the field available. A Hands-On 

Introduction to Machine Learning is different from the other books in several ways:

• It is targeted at students with very basic experience with technology. Students who fit 

within that category are those majoring in information science, business, psychology, 

sociology, education, health, cognitive science, and indeed any area in which ML can be 

applied. The study of ML should not be limited to those studying CS or statistics. This 

book is intended for a broader audience.

• The book starts by introducing the field of ML without any expectation of prior knowl-

edge on the part of the reader. It then introduces the reader to some foundational ideas 

and techniques that are independent of technology. This does two things: (1) it provides 

an easier access point for a student without a strong technical background; and (2) it 

presents material that will continue to be relevant even when tools and technologies have 

changed.

• Based on my own teaching and curriculum development experiences, I have found 

that most ML books on the market can be divided into two categories: they are 

either too technical, making them suitable only for a limited audience; or they are 

structured to be simply informative, making it hard for the reader to actually use 

and apply data science tools and techniques. A Hands-On Introduction to Machine 

Learning is aimed at a nice middle ground. On one hand, it does not simply describe 

ML, but also teaches real hands-on tools (Python, cloud computing) and techniques 

(from basic regression to neural networks and deep learning). On the other hand, it 

does not require students to have a strong technical background to be able to learn 

and practice ML.

• A Hands-On Introduction to Machine Learning also examines the implications of the 

use of data in areas such as privacy, ethics, and fairness. For instance, it discusses how 

unbalanced data used without enough care with an ML technique could lead to biased 

(and often unfair) predictions.

• The book provides many examples of real-life applications, as well as practices ranging 

from small to big data. For instance, Chapter 1 has an example of working with movie 

recommendations, and this one is done by hand, without using any tools or program-

ming. In Chapter 5 we see how multiple linear regression can be easily implemented 

using Python to learn how advertising spending on various media could influence sales. 

Chapter 6 includes an example that uses Python to analyze data about wines to predict 

which ones are of high quality. Chapters 8–11 on supervised and unsupervised learning 

have many real-life and general interest problems from different fields. Many of the 

examples can be worked by hand or with everyday software, without requiring special-

ized tools. This makes it easier for a student to grasp a concept without having to worry 

about programming structures, which allows the book to be used for non-majors as well 

as professional certificate courses.
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• Each chapter has plenty of in-chapter exercises where I walk the reader through solving a 

data problem using a new technique, homework exercises to do more practice, and more 

hands-on problems (often using real-life data) at the ends of the chapters. There are 51 

hands-on solved exercises, 50 try-it-yourself exercises, and 81 end-of-chapter problems.

• The book is supplemented by a generous set of material for instructors. These instructor 

resources include curriculum suggestions (even full-length syllabi for some courses), 

slides for each chapter, datasets, program scripts, answers and solutions to each exercise, 

and sample mid-term exams and final projects.
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